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VQ Launch Six New Contemporary Colours
The World’s Most Colourful Audio Brand Launch Six New Colours in the Retro Mini
Range all with an eye on the Pantone Colour of the Year 2018

January 4th 2018 – Award winning British audio brand VQ are pleased to announce an expansion to
the colour range of their Retro Mini DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio & Bluetooth speaker to include six new
contemporary shades all of which make ideal hue companions for the Pantone Colour of the Year
2018 – Ultra Violet.

Since launching in 2014, Retro Mini has been one of the nations’ most popular Digital Radios, the
combination of vintage good looks, with an eclectic colour palette that now numbers 16 shades, and
comprehensive functionality with digital & FM Radio alongside Bluetooth streaming all at an
affordable price makes this radio a winner.

The new colours cover all bases, with the Pantone of the Year 2018 having sparked diverging design
trends. For some the bold ultra violet colour should be paired with more neutral tones, where the
two grey options provide perfect balance. For those seeking a more high voltage décor the electric
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colours will deliver a zesty look. The happy middle ground is found with bold colour blocking with
the navy and mint offering strong but not overpowering splashes of colour.

Retro Mini is not just flexible when it comes to colour options, the choice of what you listen to and
how you listen to it is equally broad with DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio supplemented by traditional FM
with easy tuning and 60 available presets. If you prefer to tap into your own playlists, podcasts or
even audiobooks the Bluetooth connection means you can stream from your phone/tablet – and
best of all with the USB charge port you can power up your device at the same time.

Best of all, and as with all VQ products, Retro Mini is designed and engineered right here in the UK,
with a three year warranty and best in class customer support.
-End-

Price & Availability
The Retro Mini range is available now from www.MyVQ.co.uk, Amazon and other leading electrical
retailers priced at £69.99.

Dark Grey

Electric Blue

Electric Pink

Mint

Navy

Light Grey
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DAB & DAB+ Digital Radio
FM Radio
Bluetooth
5 Watt Full Range Ultra-Wide Speaker
MyEQ with Six Genre Specific Presets
Dual Alarm Clock with Snooze
Sleep Timer & Kitchen Timer
USB Charging Port for Phone/Tablet
Mains Power or 4x AA Battery
Premium Leatherette Wrap
Three Year Warranty
Designed and Engineered in the UK

About VQ
VQ is an independently owned British audio brand, born out of a desire to create products that
perfectly combine Sound & Style. The multi-award winning product range is all designed and
engineered at their UK headquarters.
Colour and design detail is an essential part of the VQ identity, for far too long black and silver boxes
have been the de facto choice for consumer electronics – but VQ see their radios as an essential part
of interior décor. A feast of the eyes as well as the ears.
Learn more:- www.MyVQ.co.uk or request a Brochure
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